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PureSpelt ∙ Processing

PureSpelt - a kernel in a husk

Spelt is not a „naked kernel“ grain, the kernel remains encased 
in the husk after threshing. Only after a rolling process in a 
special mill (in German „Röllen“) are the kernels released from 
the husk.

Rolling - how the kernel loses its husk

The rolling is a very special job that requires a great deal of 
experience and feeling. Only when the rolling stone is proper-
ly hewn, the rolling tread properly adjusted and the work con-
tinuously monitored can the grain yield of 72 % of the spelt 
delivered by the farmer be achieved. The structure hewn into 
the stone and the proper distance between the stones ensure 
that the spelt rolls between the stones. In this rotary motion the 
husks are carefully removed from the kernel (Picture: a correct-
ly hewn rolling stone and a stone-processing hammer).

Kernels and husks are separated

In a further step of the process the husks are separated from 
the kernels. This is done with the aid of sieves and air streams. 
While the light husks (now known as chaff) are carried away by 
an air stream, the heavy kernels remain in the sieve. Broken and 
small kernels fall through it.

Grinding, squashing, crushing...

In the flour mill, cleaned kernels can be processed into a wide 
range of flour, husk or flake products. Spelt knows no limits and 
nowadays the variety of milled spelt products is again growing 
rapidly. Spelt does not have to be dark in colour. Light flours 
and polished kernels (known as „Kernotto“ in German) with 
a smaller proportion of the husk are delighting customers who 
do not want to have to adapt to wholemeal products. Never-
theless the wholemeal products made from PureSpelt are to be 
particularly recommended. They are surprisingly smooth and 
fine, and of course they are tastier.
Discover the diversity of PureSpelt products in our Shop.
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PureSpelt ∙ Processing

Rolling mills - the hearts of PureSpelt country

Next to the producers, the rolling millers constitute the most 
important member-group of the spelt interest group because 
the whole of the grain harvest has to be separated from the 
husks in these rolling mills. In the requirements specification 
for PureSpelt the rolling mills constitute the centre of the he-
reditary regions. Only in the regions in which spelt cultivation 
endured in the past, have the rolling mills been preserved and 
remained functional.

 Rolling mills active Producers 2021

Bern 48 13 865
Luzern 21 7 517
Aargau 15 8 399
Solothurn 5 3 158
Thurgau 4 2 167
Basel Land 2 2 164
St. Gallen 1 1 41
Jura 1 1 88
Schaffhausen 1 1 94
Zürich 1 1 263
Schwyz 1 1 3
Freiburg a 1 114
Waadt h 1 99
Graubünden a 1 6
Zug   28
Neuenburg   10
Basel Stadt   2
Wallis   1
Appenzell Ausserrhoden  1
Glarus   1

Total 101 43 3021

a: alternative hulling mill
h: historic source

The table shows the number of traditional rolling mills in Swit-
zerland. From these figures, the respective importance of the 
various regions for spelt cultivation can be deduced. The co-
lumn „Active“ shows how many rolling collection points today 
actively accept and process PureSpelt.

Source: Registered rolling mills (IG Dinkel 2021)


